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ŽLet A be an arrangement of hyperplanes i.e., a finite set of 1-codimension
. dvector subspaces in R . We say that the linear ordering of the hyperplanes A,
H $ H $ ??? $ H , is a shellability order of A, if there is an oriented affine line1 2 n
l crossing the hyperplanes of A on the given linear order. The intersection lattice
Ž .L A is the set of all intersections of the hyperplanes of A partially ordered by
Ž . d  4reversed inclusion. Set M A [ C _ D H m C : H g A . We will prove: Supposec
that there are shellability orders H $ H $ ??? $ H and H X $X H X $X ??? $X H X ,1 2 n 1 2 n
X w xrespecti¤ely, of A and A9, such that the bijecti¤e map H “ H , i g n determines ani i
Ž . Ž .isomorphism of the intersection lattices L A and L A9 . Then the fundamental groups
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž X ..p M A and p M A are isomorphic. Q 1998 Academic Press1 c 1 c
Key Words: arrangement of hyperplanes; fundamental group; combinatorial braid
monodromy; oriented matroids.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let H be a complex hyperplane arrangement in C d, i.e., a finite collection
of vector subspaces of complex codimension one. The topology of the
d Ž w xcomplement of H in C is of considerable interest see 18 for a recent
.survey of the theory and historical notes . The complement of the arrange-
Ž .ment H, denoted M H , is a smooth manifold that has the homotopy type
Ž w x.of a finite cell complex see, for example, 18, Proposition 5.3 . It has been
Ž .shown that the homology groups and cohomology algebra of M H are
Ž . Ž w xcompletely determined by the intersection lattice L H see 19 as well as
w x .11 for more general results . Consider now a real hyperplane arrange-
ment A in R d, and its correspondent complexification A in C d. In thisc
w xparticular case, a very strong result by Bjorner and Ziegler 5 states thatÈ
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Ž .all of the topological type of the manifold M A is determined by thec
oriented matroid structure that is encoded by the real arrangement A. On
w xthe other hand, it has recently been shown 13 that if d s 3, then the
Ž . Ž .topological type of M A determines the intersection lattice L A . But itc
Ž .is unknown whether the intersection lattice L A determines the homo-
Ž .topy type of the manifold M A . The main result in this direction showsc
that if two arrangements A and A9 are connected by a one-parameter
family of arrangements that have the same intersection lattice, then the
Ž . Ž X . w xmanifolds M A and M A are diffeomorphic; see 21 .c c
Ž .To study the homotopy type of manifold M A , it is useful to look at ac
Ž . w xspecific regular CW complex that is a deformation retract of M A 22c
Ž w x.compare 9 . This CW complex, called the Sal¤etti complex and denoted
Ž .Sal' A , is canonically determined by the oriented matroid structure
Ž .encoded by A see Section 3 and Definition 3.2 . Our results are given in
Ž .terms of Sal' A .
Ž .Recently Moishezon has recovered van Kampen's presentation of M A ,c
making use of the notion of braid monodromy. He attaches to every
Ž .arrangement A of n hyperplanes some well-ordered sets of pure braids,
the so-called well-ordered set of generators of the braid monodromy deter-
w x Ž .mined by A, see 6, 12, 14]17, 23, 24 . We can call the group G A ,
generated by these well-ordered families, a braid monodromy group deter-
Ž .mined by the arrangement A. The group G A is viewed as a subgroup of
² :the group of automorphisms of the free group F [ x , x , . . . , x . Thisn 1 2 n
identification is a consequence of the Artin representation of the braid
Ž . w x Ž w x wgroup : B “ Aut F , s ‹ s , 1, 2 . See also 17, Section III , or 3,n n i i
x.Corollary 1.8.3 . If Q g B , we say that Q is a braid automorphism. Then
Ž .braid automorphism s g Aut F here defined is a slight modification ofi n
w x w x1, 2 . By definition, for every i g n ,
y1s x s x , s x s x ? x ? x , Ar-1Ž . Ž . Ž .i i iq1 i iq1 iq1 i iq1
and
s x s x for all 1 F j F n , j / i , j / i q 1. Ar-2Ž . Ž .i j j
Ž .Braid groups B and pure or colored braid groups P on n strings willn n
be used in a fundamental way. All of the information concerning these
groups is assembled in the next section. We identify the braid group B n
Ž .and the pure braid group P with the corresponding subgroups of Aut Fn n
w xdetermined by the Artin embedding. From Moishezon's presentation 16
Ž .of the fundamental group of the manifold M A , we know thatc
² :p M A s x , x , . . . , x : g x s x , i s 1, . . . , n , g g G A .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 c 1 2 n i i
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A finite presentation is obtained if we know a ``well-ordered set of
Ž .generators'' of G A . Note that a well-ordered set of generators depends
on many choices: one affine complex plane P in general position relativec
to the hyperplanes of the arrangement A , one generic projection of thec
plane P on a line, and, finally, one system of paths in the base of thec
projection.
We will use a combinatorial approach in our study of the fundamental
Ž .group of the manifold M A , with an accent on the computational aspect.c
For every A, we introduce here a new subgroup of the P , denotedn
Ž .G A , called the combinatorial braid monodromy group of the real ar-c
rangement A. This group is uniquely determined as long as we fix the
shellability order of the hyperplanes of A. The fundamental group
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .p M A is also encoded by G A . We will prove that if L A ( L A91 c c
and the isomorphism preserves some shellability orders of the arrange-
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..ments, then G A s G A9 , and by consequence, p M A (c c 1 c
Ž Ž X ..p M A .1 c
2. ALGEBRAIC BRAID GROUP BACKGROUND
w xArtin's braid group B with n strings 1 has a presentation with n y 1n
generators, s , s , . . . , s , and defining relations1 2 ny1
< <s ? s s s ? s , for i y j G 2, 1 F i , j F n y 1, r-1Ž .i j j i
s ? s ? s s s ? s ? s , for 1 F i F n y 2. r-2Ž .i iq1 i iq1 i iq1
w x  4 Ž . w xSet n [ 1, 2, . . . , n . Let G n be the symmetric group on n . For every
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..permutation n g S n , set n [ n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n n . We will denote by
w x w xi, j , i - j, the permutation on n that takes the element i q h into
< <j y h, for every natural number h s 0, 1, . . . , j y i , and fixes the other
Ž .elements. There is an obvious homomorphism t : B “ S n , defined byn
Ž . w x w xt s s i, i q 1 , i g n y 1 . The kernel of this homomorphism P [i n
Ž . Ž .Ker t is called the pure or colored braid group with n strings. In this
paper we use the following convention. Given a linear ordered set of
 4elements g , g , . . . , g of an arbitrary group G , we abbreviate by1 2 l
ww xxg , g , . . . , g the set of equalities1 2 l
g ? g ? ??? ? g1 2 l
s g ? g ? ??? ? g s g ? g ? ??? ? g s ??? s g ? ??? ? g ? g .l 1 ly1 ly1 l ly2 2 l 1
We use the following presentation for P , adapted from a standardn
w xone 2 .
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Žw x. Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1 2 . The pure braid sub group on n strings, P ,n
Ž .admits the presentation with n ? n y 1 r2 generators,
y12A [ s s ??? s ? s ? s s ??? s , 1 F i - j F n ,Ž . Ž .i j jy1 jy2 iq1 i jy1 jy2 iq1
and defining relations,
A , A , if i - j - k - l or k - i - j - l , R-1Ž .i j k l
y1A ? A ? A , A , if i - k - j - l , R-2Ž .i l i j i l k l
A , A , A , if i - j - k . R-3Ž .i j i k jk
 4 w xLet I [ i - i - ??? - i be an arbitrary ordered subset of n . A1 2 m
Ž .colexicographic order of the pairs i, j , i - j of elements of the set I is a
Ž . Ž . Ž .linear order of the pairs i, j , i - j, i, j g I such that i, j $ k, l ifcolex
and only if j - l or j s l and i - k. In this paper we consider a particular
class of ``pure braids'' denoted A . Seti i ? ? ? i1 2 m
A [ A ? A ? A ? A ? ??? ? A ? A ? ??? ? A ,i i ? ? ? i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i1 2 m 1 2 1 3 2 3 1 4 1 m 2 m my1 m
where the indices are in the colexicographic order of the pairs of the
 4elements of the set i - i - ??? - i . In particular, the infinite cyclic1 2 m
group generated by the element D2 [ A is the center of the groupsn 12 ? ? ? n
Ž .B and P . Under the Artin embedding : B “ Aut F , an automor-n n n n
Ž .phism Q g Aut F is a ``braid automorphism'' if and only if there is an
Ž . Ž .permutation m s m Q g S n and there are n words u , u , . . . , u such1 2 n
Ž . y1 Ž .that Q x s u ? x ? u and Q x x ??? x s x x ??? x . Notei i mŽ i. i n ny1 1 n ny1 1
that if Q is a ``pure braid automorphism,'' then the attached permutation
Ž .m Q is the identity.
Ž .Remark 2.2. Let us remark that the Artin embedding : B “ Aut Fn n
also implies that two braids on n strings Q and Q9 are equal or Qy1 s Q9
² Ž . w x: ² Ž .if and only if x , . . . , x : Q x s x , i g n and x , . . . , x : Q9 x s x ,1 n i i 1 n i i
w x:i g n are two presentations of the same group.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.3 Braid automorphism determined by a permutation .
Ž . Ž .Given a permutation m g S n , let Q g Aut F be the braid automor-m n
phism fixed by the following conditions. For every generator x of F ,i n
Ž . y1 Ž .consider that word Q x s u ? x ? u such that u s u m s x xm i i mŽ i. i i i i im my1
??? x , i - i - ??? - i , is a product of different generators of F ,i 1 2 m n1
called the factors of u . The generator x is a factor of u if and only ifi i ij
Ž . y1Ž . Ž .i - m i and i - m i . We say that Q is the braid automorphismj j m
determined by the permutation m.
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Note that Q s sy1. Using this fact we can express Q on thew i, iq1x i m
Ž .generators s . Indeed, consider a permutation m g S n . Let e be thei
number of transpositions of m, i.e., the number of pairs i - j such that
Ž . Ž .m j - m i . The permutation m can be written as a composite of e
adjacent transpositions, say
w x w x w xm s i , i q 1 ( ??? ( i , i q 1 ( i , i q 1 ,e e 2 2 1 1
w xwith i , i , . . . , i g n .1 2 e
Then it is clear that Q s sy1 ??? sy1 ? sy1.m i i ie 2 1
The proof of the next proposition is straightforward, and we omit the
lengthy details.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Consider the group P ¤iewed as a subgroup of groupn
Ž .of Aut F . Then the following equalities hold:n
A x s Q ? x ? Qy1 , Ay1 x s Qy1 ? x ? Q, Ar-3Ž . Ž . Ž .i i ? ? ? i l l i i ? ? ? i l l1 2 m 1 2 m
with
Q s x x ??? x , if l s i , i , . . . , i ,i i i 1 2 mm my1 1
and
y1 y1Q s x ??? x ? x x ??? x ? x x ??? x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i i i i im 1 m my1 jq1 j jy1 1
if
1 F i - ??? - i - l - i - ??? - i F n.1 j jq1 m
A x s Ay1 x s x otherwise. Ar-4Ž . Ž . Ž .i i ? ? ? i l i i ? ? ? i l l1 2 m 1 2 m
COROLLARY 2.5. The following three group presentations determine the
same group G:
y1 w xx , x , . . . , x : Q ( A (Q x s x , l g n 1Ž . Ž .² :1 2 n m i i ? ? ? i m l l1 2 m
y1 w xx , x , . . . , x : Q ( A (Q x s x , j g m y 1 2Ž .Ž .¦ ;1 2 n m i i ? ? ? i m i i1 2 m j j
y1 y1x , x , . . . , x : u ? x ? u , . . . , u ? x ? u . 3Ž .¦ ;1 2 n i mŽ i . i i mŽ i . im m m 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .Proof. From Ar-3 and Ar-4 we see that the set of defining relations
Ž .in 1 is equivalent to the set of defining relations
w xQ ( A x s Q x , l g n ,Ž . Ž . 4m i i ? ? ? i l m l1 2 m
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and then is also equivalent to the set of defining relations
w xQ ( A x s Q x , j g m y 1 .Ž . Ž . 4m i i ? ? ? i i m i1 2 m j j
And this last set of defining relations is clearly equivalent to the set of
equalities
Q x , Q x , . . . , Q x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .m i m i m im my1 1
and also equivalent to the set
y1 y1 y1u ? x ? u , u ? x ? u , . . . , u ? x ? u .i mŽ i . i i mŽ i . i i mŽ i . im m m my1 my1 my1 1 1 1
3. ORIENTED MATROIDS AND ARRANGEMENTS
We begin this section by fixing some notation and concepts from the
structure of the oriented matroid. The missing definitions, historical notes,
w xand references on this theory can be found in the monograph 4 .
 4 dLet A [ H , H , . . . , H be an arrangement of hyperplanes in R , d )1 2 n
0. The connected components of R d _D H are called the topes of theH g A
Ž .arrangement A. We remember that the intersection lattice L A is the set
of all intersections of the hyperplanes of A partially ordered by reversed
Ž .inclusion. We identify an element F of the intersection lattice L A with
 4 Ž .the subset of hyperplanes H g A : F : H . A rank two element of L A
is called a hyperline.
Now fix a tope T of A and choose an arbitrary point p g T . For every0 0 0
“hyperplane H g A, fix a non-null vector e orthogonal to H and such thati i i6
“ “ “ “² :  4e , Op ) 0. Let E [ e , e , . . . , e be the set of all vectors of thisi 0 1 2 n
Ž d.type. For every pair of linear forms f , g g R *, set
“ “ “f ’ g if and only if sign f e s sign g e , for every e g E.Ž . Ž .E i i i
Ž d.Consider the quotient space R *r’ . It is clear that each equivalenceE
w x Ž d. w xclass X s f g R *r’ can be identified with the map X: n “E
“ 4 Ž . Ž .0, q, y , where X i s sign f e .i
Ž d. Ž .The quotient space R *r’ , denoted COV A, E or, abbreviated,E
Ž . Ž .COV A , is called the acyclic oriented matroid determined by the arrange-
Ž . dment of hyperplanes A. If A s B, we set COV B [ R . The maps X g
Ž . Ž .COV A are called the co¤ectors of COV A . Using the isomorphism
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d Ž d. dR , R *, we can also identify the covectors with real vectors of R .
Ž . dConsider the quotient space Face A [ R r’ , where for every pair ofE
“ “ dvectors ¤ , u g R ,
“ “ “ “ “ “ “² : ² :¤ ’ u if and only if sign e , ¤ s sign e , u , for every e g E.E i i i
Ž .We say that Face A is the set of the faces determined by the arrangement
“d d d
“A in R . For every vector ¤ g R , consider the linear form f : R “ R¤
“ “ “ “Ž . ² : w x w x“ “with f x s ¤ , x . We will identify the face ¤ with the covector f .¤ ¤
Ž .There is a canonical partial order ``F '' on the set Face A . For every
Ž .pair of faces X, Y g Face A , set X F Y if and only if X is contained in the
d ÃŽ .topological closure of Y in R . The ``poset'' Face A with a top element 1
adjoined is a lattice with a rank function. By definition, the codimension of
Ž .the face X is equal to corank X y 1. If X is of codimension m, we say
that is a m-co¤ector. The 0-covectors are called topes. We will denote
Žm.Ž . Ž .COV A the set of all m-covectors of COV A .
Žw x.   4w nx4Consider now the set of maps S V n [ Z : Z g 0, q, y . We say
Žw x. w xthat the elements of S V n are the sign ¤ectors on the set n . We say
Ž . Ž .also that proj Z s Z i s Z is the ith coordinate of Z. Set Z ’i i
Ž .Z , Z , . . . , Z and denote1 2 n
 4zero Z [ i : Z s 0 .Ž . i
Žw x.Define the composition Z(Z9 of two sign vectors Z, Z9 g S V n to be
w x  4the map Z(Z9: n “ 0, q, y such that
Z if Z / 0i iproj Z(Z9 sŽ . Xi ½ Z if Z s 0.i i
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 3.1 Shellability orders . Consider a simple acyclic ori-
Ž .  4ented matroid COV E on a set E s e , e , . . . , e . We say that a linear1 2 n
ordering c $ c $ ??? $ c , of the elements of the set E is a shellabilityi i i1 2 n
Ž .order of the oriented matroid COV E , if and only if there is an associated
Ž .linear ordered set of n q 1 topes, say T s q, q, . . . , q , T , . . . , T s1 1 nq1
U Ž . Ž . w xT s y, . . . , y , of COV E such that, for every m g n q 1 and1
w x Ž .i g n , proj T is equal to y if e $ e and equal to q if e $ e . Wej i m i m m ij j j
say that a linear ordering of the hyperplanes of A is a shellability order of
the arrangement A if this linear order is a shellability order of an acyclic
Ž .reorientation of oriented matroid COV A . Consider an affine line l in
general position relatively to the hyperplanes of A. Let T be a tope and let
TU s yT be its opposite. Pick two points q g T, qU g TU lying in the0 06
Uw xline l. Consider the oriented segment q , q of the line l. Suppose that0 06
Uw xq , q crosses consecutively the hyperplanes of A in the linear order0 0
H $ H $ ??? $ H . It is clear that this crossing order is a shellabilityi i i1 2 n
order of A. We say that this linear order is a realizable shellability order of
A, and l is a shellability line of the arrangement A.
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In the following, all the arrangements are assumed with a fixed shellability
order. Besides, and if nothing is mentioned in contrary, we suppose that
the linear ordering H $ H $ ??? $ H is a shellability order of the1 2 n
Ž .arrangement A. We reserve the notations T A s T , T , . . . , T , for1 1 2 nq1
the n q 1 topes associated with the fixed shellability order of the n
hyperplanes of A.
We say that a hyperplane H is a wall of the tope T if there is anotheri
tope T 9 such that T s yT X and T y T X otherwise. Note that the ithi i j j
hyperplane of the shellability order of A, i.e., H , is a wall of the abovei
Ž .q w Ž .yxdefined topes T and T . We reserve the notation T H resp. T Hi iq1 i i
for a generic tope that admits the hyperplane H as a wall, and whose ithi
w xcoordinate is equal to q resp. y .
ŽThroughout the rest of this paper and if nothing is mentioned in
.contrary we consider only arrangements A such that F H hasH g A
d Ž .codimension )3 in R . I.e., we suppose that the intersection lattice L A
has rank ) 3.
Ž w x.DEFINITION 3.2 Salvetti's CW complex 4, 22 . Consider the real
Ž .hyperplane arrangement A and let COV A be an oriented matroid struc-
ture on A. Define an order ``$'' on the set of all the pairs of covectors]
Ž .X, T for which T is a tope and X F T, by the following rule
X9, T9 $ X, T if and only if X F X9 and T9 s X9(T.Ž . Ž .]
Ž .The Sal¤etti complex determined by A, denoted Sal' A , is the finite
regular CW complex that has this poset as its face poset.
Ž Ž ..The 1-skeleton Sk Sal' A is the directed graph whose vertices are1
Ž .q Ž .ythe topes of A. And for every pair of topes T H , T H having ai i
common wall H , we have two directed edges crossing the hyperplane H ,i i
Ž .q Ž .y Ž .y Ž .qsay T H “ T H and T H “ T H . It is well known that for everyi i i i
Ž Ž ..pair of fixed topes T, T9 in Sk Sal' A , every pair of minimal length1
positive edge paths from T to T9 are homotopic in the CW complex
Ž . w x Ž .Sal' A ; see 22 . We will use the notation m T, T9 to denote this
homotopy equivalence class or simply a generic path of the class. Follow-
Ž .y1 Žing the usual convention, m T, T9 denotes the reverse path resp.
. Ž .homotopic class of m T, T9 , i.e., a minimal length negative edge path,
from T to T9. Set
q q q y
loop T H [ m T , T H ? m T H , T HŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .i 1 i i i
y1y q q
? m T H , T H ? m T , T H .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i 1 i
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Ž .q w xNote that T is a braid of type T H , for every j g n . Then setj j
y1loop T [ m T , T ? m T , T ? m T , T ? m T , T .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i 1 i i iq1 iq1 i 1 i
Ž Ž .q. w Ž .xFor short we also denote loop T H resp. loop T the homotopyi i
equivalence class determined by this loop.
In the following we reserve the letter X to designate a generic 2-covector
Ž .of the oriented matroid COV A .
Theorem 3.5 below is a matroidal version of the Salvetti presentation of
Ž Ž .. Žthe fundamental group p Sal' A . For a matroidal proof of the Salvetti1
w x .presentation, see 8 .
Ž .DEFINITION 3.3 Permutation determined by a sign vector . To every
Žw x. Ž .sign vector Y g S V n , we will attach a permutation m g S n . TheY
permutation m is fixed by the following conditions. For every pair ofY
w xnatural numbers k - l, k, l g n , we have necessarily:
y1Ž . y1Ž .m k - m l if and only if one of the following three conditions isY Y
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .verified: Y k s Y l or Y k s y or Y k s 0 and Y l s q.
y1Ž . y1Ž .m l - m k if and only if one of the following three conditions isY Y
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .verified: Y k s 0 or Y k s q and Y l s y or Y k s q and Y l s 0.
Ž .EXAMPLE 3.4. Given the sign vector Y s q, y, 0, y, y, 0, q, y , then
Ž .m s 2, 4, 5, 8, 3, 6, 1, 7 , and the composition Y(m is the sign vectorY Y
Ž .y, y, y, y, 0, 0, q, q .
w x Ž Ž ..THEOREM 3.5 22 . The fundamental group p Sal' A admits a finite1
Ž . Ž .presentation with n generators, x [ loop T , x [ loop T , . . . , x [1 1 2 2 n
Ž . Ž .loop T , and for e¤ery rank two flat F g L A , a set of defining relations R .n F
Ž . Ž .Let X be a 2-co¤ector of the oriented matroid COV A with zero X s
 4 Ž .  Ž .4i , i , . . . , i . Let F X s H : i g zero X be the rank two flat deter-1 2 m i jj
mined by X. Then R is the set of defining relationsF
y1 y1 y1R [ Q x , Q x , . . . , Q x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .F m m Ž i . m m Ž i . m m Ž i .X X m X X my1 X X 1
where m is the permutation determined by the sign ¤ector X and Q is theX m X
braid automorphism determined by the permutation m .X
The following technical corollary is a straightforward consequence of a
Salvetti result.
Ž w x. Ž Ž .q.COROLLARY 3.6 Corollary 12 in 22 . The element loop T H of thei
Ž Ž .. Ž .fundamental group p Sal' A is a conjugate of the generator x s loop T .1 i i
More precisely,
q y1
y1 y1 y1loop T H s Q x s u ? x ? u ,Ž . Ž .Ž .i m m Ž i. m Ž i. i m Ž i.H H H H
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Ž . Ž .where H denotes the 1-co¤ector of COV A such that proj H s 0 andi
Ž . Ž Ž .q. w xproj H s proj T H , for e¤ery pair i, j g n , with j / i. Q denotesj j i m H
the braid determined by the permutation m .H
We observe that, in the conditions of Corollary 3.6, the generator x is aj
y1Ž . y1Ž .y1factor of the word u if and only if j - i and m i - m j or,m Ž i. H HH
Ž Ž .q.equivalently, proj T H s q.j i
3.1. Braid Arrangements
Ž .The set of n n y 1 r2 hyperplanes
H [ x , x , . . . , x g R n : x s x , 1 F i - j F nŽ . 4 4Ž i , j. 1 2 n i j
n Ž .is called the braid arrangement in R and is denoted by B n . We assume
Ž .that the fixed shellability order of the hyperplanes of B n is the linear
ordering H $ ??? $ H $ H $ ??? $ H $ H $ H ;Žny1, n. Ž2, n. Ž1, n. Ž2, 3. Ž1, 3. Ž1, 2.
Ž . Ž .i.e., we suppose that H $ H if and only if k, l $ i, j . TheŽ i, j. Žk , l . colex
Ž Ž ..topes of COV B n are called braid topes. We denote by T [Žny1, n.
Ž . U Ž .q, q, . . . , q , . . . , T , T s y, y, . . . , y the linear ordered setŽ1, 2. Žny1, n.
Ž .of the braid topes associated with the fixed shellability order of B n .
More precisely, T is the braid tope such thatŽ i, j.
y if k , l $ i , jŽ . Ž .colexproj T sŽ .Žk , l . Ž i , j. ½ q if i , j $ k , l .Ž . Ž .colex
Ž .qFollowing the convention adopted, we reserve the notation T H for aŽ i, j.
generic braid tope that has the hyperplane H as a wall and whoseŽ i, j.
Ž .i, j th coordinate is equal to q.
w xAs was first remarked by R. Fox and L. Neuwirth 10 , the pure braid
group with n strings P is the fundamental group of the manifoldn
Ž Ž . .M B n . We will give a presentation of the pure braid group, using asc
Ž Ž .. Ž .data the CW complex Sal' B n . Given a permutation n g S n , there
Ž . nis exactly one braid tope T n containing the point p g R of coordinates
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .p s n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n n . We say that T s T n is the braid tope deter-
mined by the permutation n . Note that
q if n l - n kŽ . Ž .
proj T n sŽ .Ž .Žk , l . ½ y if n k - n l .Ž . Ž .
For example, the braid topes T and TU are determined, respec-Žny1, n. Žny1, n.
Ž . Ž .tively, by the permutations n, . . . , 2, 1 and 1, 2, . . . , n . Observe that the
Ž . Ž .hyperplane H is a wall of the braid tope T n if and only if n i andŽ i, j.
Ž .n j are consecutive integers. Then it is clear that the fixed order of the
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Ž .hyperplanes of B n is a shellability order for the arrangement. To
Ž .simplify the notations, we identify the braid tope T n with the permuta-
tion n .
Ž w x.THEOREM 3.7 Theorem 4 in 7 . The pure braid group P and then
Ž Ž .fundamental group of the CW complex Sal' B n are isomorphic, with an
Ž .isomorphism determined by the correspondence loop T “ A , 1 F i -Ž i, j. i j
j F n.
Ž .So, we identify the element loop T and the pure braid A . ConsiderŽ i, j. i j
Ž . a permutation n g S n and a set of at least two integers i - i - ??? -1 2
4 w x Ž .i : n . We say that n , i , . . . , i , is an admissible permutation if n -m 1 m im
n - ??? - n is a set of m consecutive integers. We observe that ifi imy 1 1
Ž .q Ž .T H is the braid tope determined by the permutation n , then n , i, jŽ i, j.
is an admissible permutation. By analogy with Corollary 3.6, we will attach
Ž .to the admissible permutation n , i , . . . , i the pure braid1 m
loop n , i , i , . . . , i [ gy1 ? A ? g ,Ž .Ž .1 2 m i i ? ? ? i1 2 m
 4where A is a factor of g if and only if l g i , i , . . . , i , and i - k - ik l 1 2 m 1 m
Ž . Ž .but n k - n i , and the order of the factors of g is the colexicographic1 m
order of its indices.
The interest of the admissible permutations is shown in the next
proposition.
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.8. Consider an admissible permutation n , i , . . . , i . Let1 m
T, T9 be the two braid topes determined, respecti¤ely, by the permutations n
w Ž . Ž .xand n i , n i (n . Thenm 1
y1loop n , i , i , . . . , i s m T , T ? m T, T9 ? m T9, T ? m T , T .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 m 1 1
Proof. Consider the minimal length positive path beginning in T and
ending in T9,
q q
T s T H “ T HŽ . Ž .Ž i , i . Ž i , i .my 1 m my2 m
q q“ ??? “ T H “ ??? “ T H “ T9.Ž . Ž .Ž i , i . Ž i , i .1 m 1 2
Clearly,
y1
m T , T ? m T, T9 ? m T9, T ? m T , TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1
q q
s loop T H ? ??? ? loop T H ? ???Ž . Ž .ž / ž /Ž i , i . Ž i , i .1 2 1 m
q
?loop T HŽ .ž /Ž i , i .my 2 m
q
? loop T H .Ž .ž /Ž i , i .my 1 m
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Ž . Ž .Besides, making full use of the defining relations R-1 ] R-3 and using
Corollary 3.6, we see that
q
loop n 9, i , j s loop T H ,Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /Ž i , j.
Ž .q.where T H denotes the braid tope determined by the permutationŽ i, j.
n 9. Then we easily conclude that the two loops determine the same pure
braid.
ŽŽ ..We will prove that the braid loop n , i , . . . , i can also be encoded by1 m
a sign vector with only n coordinates. This viewpoint is essential in this
paper. We begin with new definitions.
Žw x. Ž .  4To every sign vector Y g S V n , with zero Y s i , i , . . . , i , m ) 1,1 2 m
we attach the braid
G Y [ Q ? A X X ? Qy1 ,Ž . m i ? ? ? i mY 1 m Y
X y1Ž . w xwhere i s m i , s g m , and Q denotes the braid determined by thes Y s m Y
permutation m . We say that Y is a sign ¤ector determined by the admissibleY
Ž .permutation n , i , i , . . . , i , if1 2 m
Ž .  4zero Y s i , i , . . . , i .1 2 m
Ž . Ž .For every integer k, i - k - i , we have Y s q if n i - n k and1 m k 1
Ž . Ž .Y s y if n k - n i .k m
PROPOSITION 3.9. Suppose that Y is a sign ¤ector determined by the
Ž .admissible permutation n , i , i , . . . , i . Then1 2 m
loop n , i , i , . . . , i s G Y .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 m
 4  4Proof. We will suppose that i , i , . . . , i s i, j . The proof of the1 2 m
Ž .general case is similar. We claim that G Y does not depend on the choice
Ž .of the sign vector Y determined by the admissible permutation n , i, j .
Ž .Indeed, consider a new vector Y9 determined by n , i, j . Suppose that
Y X / Y for some integers k - i or k ) i. Suppose there are integers kk k
such that Y / Y X with k - i. Let l be the largest integer in thesek k
conditions. Suppose, for example, that Y s q and Y X s y. The proof ofl l
the other cases is similar and is left to the reader. Then it is clear that
w x w x w xm s m ( k9, k9 q 1 ( k9 q 1, k9 q 2 ( ??? ( k y 1, k , where k9 sY Y 9
y1Ž . y1Ž . y1Ž . y1Ž . y1Ž .m l and k s m l . Note that k9 s m l - ??? - m i - m jY 9 Y Y 9 Y Y
y1Ž . y1Ž . y1Ž .s m i - m j - ??? - m l s k. From the definitions we see thatY 9 Y 9 Y
y1
y1 y1 y1 y1s ? ??? ? s ? A ? s ? ??? ? s s A .Ž . Ž .ky1 k 9 m Ž i.m Ž j. ky1 k 9 m Ž i.m Ž j.Y Y Y 9 Y 9
Ž . Ž .We conclude that G Y s G Y9 .
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Now we will prove the equality of the braids gy1 ? A ? g and Q ? A ?i j m i9 j9Y
Qy1, viewed as braid automorphisms. We claim thatm Y
² y1 :w xx , . . . , x : g ( A (g x s x , h g n 4Ž . Ž .1 n i j h h
² y1 :w xx , . . . , x : Q ( A (Q x s x , h g n 5Ž . Ž .1 n m i9 j9 m h hY Y
Ž .are two presentations of the same group. From the equalities Ar-3 and
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ar-4 we see that the sets of defining relations in 4 and 5 are
ww Ž . Ž .xx ww y1Ž .respectively equivalent to the sets Q x , Q x and g x ,m j9 m i9 jY Yy1Ž .xx y1Ž . Ž .g x . From the definitions we see that g x s Q x , wherei h m h9Yy1Ž .h s i, j, and h9 s m x . Then the claim holds. Using the claim, weY h
y1 Ž . y1 y1Ž . y1see that g ( A (g x / Q ( A (Q x , and then g ? A ? g /i j j m i9 j9 m j i jY Y
Ž y1 y1.y1Q ? A ? Q . We conclude that the two braids are necessarily equal.m i9 j9 mY Y
Ž .EXAMPLE 3.10. Consider the two sign vectors Y s q, 0, y, q, 0 and
Ž . Ž . Ž .Y9 s y, 0, y, q, 0 . Then m s 3, 2, 5, 1, 4 , m s 1, 3, 2, 5, 4 , Q sY Y 9 m Y 9
Ž .y1 Ž .y1s s , Q s s s s s s s , and2 4 m 4 3 2 1 2 4Y
y1
G Y s s s s s s s ? A ? s s s s s sŽ . Ž . Ž .4 3 2 1 2 4 23 4 3 2 1 2 4
G Y9 s sy1sy1 ? A ? s s .Ž . Ž .Ž .4 2 34 2 4
It is clear that sy1sy1sy1sy1 ? A ? s s s s s sy1sy1sy1 ? s 2 ? s s s1 2 3 4 23 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 3 2 1
y1 2 2 Ž . Ž .s s ? s ? s s s s A . Then G Y s G Y9 .1 3 1 3 34
4. COMBINATORIAL BRAID MONODROMY GROUP
Ž .DEFINITION 4.1 Combinatorial braid monodromy group . By defini-
tion, the combinatorial braid monodromy group determined by the real
arrangement A, is the subgroup of the pure braid group with n strings,
Ž .  Ž . Ž2.Ž .4denoted G A , and generated by the set G X : X g COV A .c
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2. The fundamental group of the CW complex Sal' A
admits the presentation
² :w xp Sal' A s x , x , . . . , x : g x s x , for all g g G A , i g n .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 2 n i i c
Ž .Proof. Fix a 2-covector X of COV A . Let R be the set of definingF Ž X .
relations associated with the rank two flat, and defined in Theorem 3.5.
² :Consider the group x , x , . . . , x : R . From Corollary 3.6 we con-1 2 n F Ž X .
 Ž .Ž .clude that R is equivalent to the set of defining relations G X x sF Ž X . i
w x4 Ž . Ž .y1x , i g n . It is clear that G X and G X determine the same set ofi
defining relations. Then Proposition 4.2 holds.
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EXAMPLE 4.3. Suppose that A is a line arrangement in R2. Let X be
Ž . 2 Ž .the unique 2-covector of A. Then G X s D , and G A s Z is then c
center of the pure braid P . The group representationn
² 2 :w xp M A s x , . . . , x : D x s x , i g nŽ . Ž .Ž .1 c 1 n n i i
w xis a well-known result 16, 18, 20, 22, 23 .
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.4. The group G A determines the rank three truncationc
Ž . Ž .of the intersection lattice L A . More precisely, for e¤ery generator G X of
Ž .  4the group, we can reco¤er the set zero X s i , i , . . . , i , and all of the1 2 m
coordinates X , i F k F i , of the 2-co¤ector X.k 1 m
Ž . y1 Ž .Proof. Suppose that G X s Q ? A ? Q with m g S n . Wem j j ? ? ? j m1 2 m9
Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž .4claim that zero X s m j , m j , . . . , m j . Indeed, from Corollary 3.61 2 m9
we know that
y1 y1 y1x , x , . . . , x : Q x , Q x , . . . , Q x 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¦ ;1 2 n m m Ž i . m m Ž i . m m Ž i .X X m X X my1 X X 1
and
x , x , . . . , x : Q x , Q x , . . . , Q x 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¦ ;1 2 n m j m j m jm9 m9y1 1
are two presentations of the same group. Consider the new set of defining
relations x s x s ??? s x s 1. If we introduce this set of relationsi i 1m my1
Ž .in the group presentation 6 , we obtain a free subgroup on the remaining
generators. Besides, the set of defining relations x s x s ??? s x si i 1m my1
Ž . Ž .1 determines a free group on the group presentation 7 only if zero X s
 Ž . Ž . Ž .4m j , m j , . . . , m j . Using a similar argument, we can recover all of1 2 m9
the coordinates X , i F k F i , of the 2-covector X.k 1 m
Ž .DEFINITION 4.5 Affine arrangement of lines . We say that the affine
plane P of R d is in general position relati¤e to the arrangement A if theaff
following four conditions are verified:
A has a realizable shellability order determined by the line l, living
in P .aff
For every hyperplane H of A, H l P is a line of P .aff aff
For every hyperline L of A, L l P is a point of P .aff aff
Let L , L 9 be a pair of hyperlines of A. Then:
The points p [ P l L and p [ P l L 9 lie in the same1 aff 2 aff
connected component of P _ l.aff
The affine line determined by the points p and p is not parallel1 2
to the line l.
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We say that
A s A l Paff aff
 4[ L s P l H , L s P l H , . . . , L s P l H1 aff 1 2 aff 2 n aff n
is an affine arrangement of lines in the plane P . If the intersection of theaff
two different lines L and L of P is not empty, we say that L l L is ai j aff i j
point of P . We say that an m-covector X of A is also an m-covector ofaff
A if the chamber X has a nonempty intersection with P .aff aff
We remark that there is a bijective map from the points of A over theaff
Ž .2-covectors of COV A . More precisely, for every point p g A there isaff aff
Ž . Ž . Ž . exactly one 2-covector X p s X g COV A such that zero X s i: p gaff
4H .i
PROPOSITION 4.6. Suppose that the affine plane P is in general positiona f f
relati¤e to the arrangement A. Consider the intersection affine arrangement
A s A l P . Then there is a linear ordering X $ X $ ??? $ X , of thea f f a f f 1 2 n9
Ž .set of the 2-co¤ectors of COV A , such thata f f
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2G X ? G X ? ??? ? G X s D s A .1 2 n9 n 12 ? ? ? n
 Ž . w x4 Ž .G X : i g n9 is a minimal generator set of the combinatoriali
Ž .monodromy group G A .c
We will need the following lemma, which is closely related to a construc-
w xtion of 7 .
w xLEMMA 4.7. On the conditions of Proposition 4.6, set, for e¤ery i g n9 ,
Ž .  4zero X s i , i , . . . , i . Then there is a linear ordered set of permutations,i 1 2 m
Ž . Ž .n s 1, 2, . . . , n , n , . . . , n s n, n y 1, . . . , 1 , such that, for e¤ery i g0 1 n9
w xn9 ,
Ž .n , i , i , . . . , i is an admissible permutation.i 1 2 m
w Ž . Ž .xn s n i , n i (n .iy1 i m i 1 i
Ž .X is determined by the admissible permutation n , i , i , . . . , i .i i 1 2 m
Proof. Suppose the line l oriented. Move the shellability line l of the
affine arrangement A parallel to itself in the affine plane P . Letaff aff
p $ p $ ??? $ p be the linear order in which we have crossed the1 2 n9
points of A . This linear order is called a good order of the points of A .aff aff
Ž . Ž . Ž .Assume that X s X p $ X s X p $ ??? $ X s X p is the1 1 1 2 2 2 n9 n9 n9
Ž .corresponding good order of the 2-covectors of COV A . In its move-aff
ment, the oriented line l crosses the lines of A , in different n9 q 1 linearaff
w xorderings. These linear orderings determine the permutations n , i g n9 .i
More precisely, if L $ L $ ??? L is the ith linear ordering obtained,i i i1 2 n
Ž .we set n [ i , i , . . . , i .i 1 2 n
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Proof of Proposition 4.6. From Lemma 4.7 we know that there is a
Ž Ž Ž ..minimal length positive path z in the graph Sk Sal' B n , from the1
Ž . Ubraid tope T s q, . . . , q to the braid tope T sŽny1, n. Žny1, n.
Ž .y, y, . . . , y , determined by the following two conditions:
 Ž .4The path z crosses first the hyperplanes H : k, l g zero X ,Žk , l . n9
 Ž .4after that the hyperplanes H : k, l g zero X , etc., and finally theŽk , l . n9y1
 Ž .4hyperplanes H : k, l g zero X .Žk , l . 1
w xFor every i g n9 , the subpath of z from the braid tope n to thei
braid tope n crosses consecutively the hyperplanes in the shellabilityiy1
Ž . yorder of B n . Let z be the positive edge path in the graph
Ž Ž Ž .. USK Sal' B n , from the braid tope T to the braid tope T ,1 Žny1, n. Žny1, n.
and obtained from z , reversing the direction of all the edges.
Then,
z ? zys G X ? G X ??? G X s D2 s A .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 n9 n 12 ? ? ?n
Ž .  Ž . w x4Consider now the subgroup G9 of G A generated by G X : i g n9 .c i
Ž .We will prove that G Y is an element of the group G9, for every
ŽŽ . d2-covector Y of COV A . To see this, pick a point p g R of the face Y of
the arrangement A. Consider an affine plane PX , containing p and aaff
shellability line l of the arrangement A. By a small perturbation, if
necessary, of the positions of the shellability line l and the affine plane
PX , we can suppose that this plane is in general position relative to theaff
arrangement A. Let A X be the arrangement of lines determined by A inaff
the plane PX . Note that the 2-covector Y is by definition also a 2-covectoraff
Ž X .of COV A . Suppose that Y $ Y $ ??? $ Y is a good order of the setaff 1 2 n9
Ž X . Ž .of the 2-covectors of COV A . Consider the permutation m g G n9 ,aff
Ž . Ž . w xy1determined by the conditions zero X s zero Y , i g n9 . We claimi m Ž i.
w xthat, for every i g n9 , we have
G Y y1 s Qy1 ? G X ? Q , 8Ž . Ž .Ž .m Ž i. i i i
Ž .where Q is the product of different elements of type G X called factorsi j
Ž . y1Ž . y1Ž .of Q . The braid G X is a factor if i - j and m j - m i . The orderi j
of the factors of Q is the reverse of the order of its indices.i
To prove the claim, consider a new path z 9 determined by the 2-covec-
tors Y $ Y $ ??? $ Y and defined as z . Besides, the path z determine1 2 n9
Ž .a new shellability order of hyperplanes of the braid arrangement B n , say
H $ H $ ??? $ H . For a moment we will suppose that this new1 2 nŽny1.r2
Ž .order is the ``fixed shellability order'' of the hyperplanes of B n . Con-
sider also the shellability order of hyperplanes of the braid arrangement
Ž . X X XB n , determined by the path z 9, say, H $ H $ ??? $ H . Pick1 2 nŽny1.r2
Ž . Ž Ž .q. Ž .qy1k, l g zero Y . Consider the braid G T H , where T Hm Ž i. Žk , l . Žk , l .
is the braid tope associated with the shellability order z characterized
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Ž .qby the following two properties: H is a wall of T H andŽk , l . Žk , l .
Ž Ž .q. Ž .qproj T H s q. Let T9 H be the corresponding braid topeŽk , l . Žk , l . Žk , l .
relative to shellability order z 9. From Corollary 3.6 we conclude that
Ž Ž .q. y1 Ž Ž .q.G T9 H s Q ? G T H ? Q , where Q denotes the word de-Žk , l . i Žk , l . i i
Ž .fined in 8 . Then the claim is clear.
The following theorem is the main result of this paper.
THEOREM 4.8. Consider two hyperplane arrangements A and A9 in R d.
We suppose there are two realizable shellability orders of the hyperplanes of A
and A9, respecti¤ely, H $ H $ ??? $ H and H X $ H X $ ??? $ H X . We1 2 n 1 2 n
suppose the rank three truncation of the corresponding intersection lattices are
isomorphic, an isomorphism being defined by the correspondence H “ H X, ii i
w x Ž Ž .. Ž Ž X..g n . Then the fundamental groups p M A and p M A are also1 c 1 c
isomorphic.
Proof. From the hypothesis of Theorem 4.8 and Lemma 4.7 we know
w X xthat there is an affine arrangement of lines A resp. A , obtained byaff aff
w xthe intersection of A resp. A9 with a plane in general position relatively
w xto A resp. A9 , such that
² :G A s G X : X is a 2-covector of A ,Ž . Ž .c aff
² X :G A9 s G X9 : X9 is a 2-covector of A ,Ž . Ž .c aff
Ž . Ž .We claim that G A s G A9 . From Proposition 4.6 we also know that:c c
Ž2.Ž .There are linear orderings of the elements, respectively, of COV Aaff
Ž2.Ž X . X X XX Xand COV A , say, X $ X $ ??? $ X and X $ X $ ??? $ X .aff 1 2 n 1 2 n
Ž2.Ž . Ž2.Ž X . Ž . XThere is a bijective map f: COV A “ COV A , f X s X ,aff aff i mŽ i.
Ž . Ž . Ž X .m g S n , such that zero X s zero X .i mŽ i.
Then the same arguments of the proof of Proposition 4.6 also prove that
G XX s Qy1 ? G X ? Q,Ž .Ž .mŽ i. i
Ž . Ž2.Ž .where Q is a product of elements of type G X with X g COV A . Wej j aff
Ž . Ž .conclude that G A9 is a subgroup of G A . By a similar argument, onec c
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .can prove that G A is a subgroup of G A9 . Then G A s G A9 ,c c c c
XŽ Ž .. Ž Ž ..and by consequence, p M A ( p M A .1 c 1 c
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